Do we want to enable comments on EarthArXiv preprints?

- **YES**
- **NO**

Should someone pre-moderate comments before they are taken in account?

- **YES**
- **NO**

What happens if inadequate comments occur?

- **Comments on EarthArXiv preprints are NOT possible**

Should comments be published online?

- **YES**
- **NO**

Can comments be made anonymously?

- **YES**
- **NO**

Online comments can be anonymous

- **Online comments are identified by Orchid ID**
- **Orchid ID of comments are only known to moderator(s)**

Should Orchid ID be compulsory to add an online comment?

- **YES**
- **NO**

Should Orchid ID be published online?

- **YES**
- **NO**

Online comments are identified by Orchid ID

How are comments identified then?